
Mailbag (from page 6)

The Bat That Won't Go Away
Trying to make up my mind as to what to do about getting a

better antenna. Saved an article from page 60 from the January
`93 issue of POP'COMM. In it, antenna columnist Joe Carr writes,
"But no antenna ever worked as well as one invented by editor
Tom Kneitel. If you get the chance, ask Tom to tell you about the
infamous Vampire Bat antenna..." Thus this letter to you. What
is the Vampire Bat, and why does Joe Carr praise it so highly?

Charles Horton,
Azle, Texas

In 1966, during my tenure as Editor of "S9 Magazine," I
wrote an article for a CB antenna project. This was the Vam-
pire Bat; portable and small enough to carry around in the
pocket, it could be used either vertically or horizontally, could
not possibly cause TV interference, and was virtually 100
percent effective. I said the FCC would be happy if all CB'ers
used a Vampire Bat. It could be constructed in a few min-
utes, and consisted of two resistors and some coaxial cable
mounted on a bat -shaped cardboard support form. The bat -
shaped form is what the dry cleaner used to put in the col-
lars of my shirts. The Vampire Bat was an antenna dummy
load, so it had the minor drawback of not allowing a CB radio
to send out any signals. Since this was an April Fool's issue
story, I deliberately omitted mention of this one thing it didn't
do. I simply extolled the many wonderful things it could do.

Over the years, the Vampire Bat has taken itself a life of
its own. I'm proud to note that it remains in legend and myth
as the prototype of the ultimate wonderful electronic gizmo
which promises everything, yet does absolutely nothing.

-Editor.
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Schematic for the Vampire Bat, in case you want to build one.

Mystical bat -shaped form used to mount the circuit on.
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